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PREPARED FOR A LONG LIFE
The best reason to make financial provision for the future: we’re all getting older – and we don’t
notice. On average, people underestimate their personal life expectancy by seven years.
TEXT: THOMAS MARTINEK

I

f you ask people about their life expectancy, you will see a strange phenomenon:
they significantly underestimate it. This
is the conclusion of a study carried out
in several European countries by the Munich Centre for the Economics of Ageing (MEA).
Women estimated their life expectancy on average at 83.0 years, men at 75.8 years. However,
according to calculations by the Max Planck Institute, the current average life expectancy for
women around 50 in Europe is 88.3 years, with
an average of 83.6 years for men of the same
age. This means that both genders are off by
around seven years. But why do we get our life
expectancy wrong?

This caution is a general phenomenon. A 2015
study by the University of California in San Francisco shows that people have trouble correctly
estimating their statistical life expectancy. Accordingly, around one in three respondents has more
years ahead of them than they think. There are
reasons for the apparently surprising results of the
studies. On the one hand there is the fact that
people are living longer, a relatively new phenomenon. In western and central Europe, life expectancy
for male newborns at the end of the 19th century
was only 45, while female newborns could expect
to live for around 50 years. It was not until the 20th
century that a rapid increase in longevity appeared.

Carlo Michienzi, Chairman C-QUADRAT Asset Management (UK) LLP,
sees timely provision for retirement as essential.

Our personal perception accordingly lags behind
the current trend. On the one hand, people often
compare their actuarial life expectancy with how
old their closest relative was when they died. “If
you think about your own life expectancy, you
probably have the lifespan of people in your
parents’ and grandparents’ generations at the back
of your mind,” says Professor Jochen Russ, director
of the Institut für Finanz- und Aktuarwissenschaften (Institute of Finance and Actuarial Science),
Ulm. However, the comparison is misleading, as it is
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Life expectancy is rising continuously in the industrialized nations, the issue of provision for retirement is increasingly important.
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RICH OLD
MONACO

The life expectancy in
Monaco is currently a
ripe old 90 years. This
makes the Principality
the world leader. The
fact that Monaco is one
of the richest states in
the world presumably
plays a role.

effectively looking at the past. Russ explains that
each generation has different living conditions.

Lifespans will continue to lengthen
And this in turn will lead to a steady rise in life
expectancy. Johannes Huber, Austrian theologian
and physician, is convinced: “Human evolution is in
the process of making a leap forward. The general
IQ today is around 30 points higher than in 1909,
and it seems to be changing faster than in previous
decades and centuries. Life expectancy will also
continue to climb, and there’s nothing to say that
this has to stop at 120.”
But what are the effects of rising life expectancy
for the individual? After all, most people now have
no idea that they’ll be facing seven more years than
they currently imagine. The fact of the matter is
that neither the state pension system nor company
pensions will be sufficient for this. To be precise,
people are not only living longer after reaching
retirement age, but staying fit longer, for numerous
reasons. According to one study, some 13% of
fitness studio members who train regularly in the
weights room or on the treadmill are over 60.
More than three-quarters of the over-65s feel
healthy, according to their own statements. So,
what should people do with all these years to
come? After all, the end of your working life isn’t
the end of life itself, but just a new stage in life, and
for most people, this will be longer than they
imagine. While rising life expectancy is all very
wonderful, we also need to look at the associated
consequences. Carlo Michienzi, Managing Partner
and Founding Member of C-QUADRAT Asset
4
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Management (UK) LLP: “It’s tremendously important to make provision in good time, so that you can
spend your extended retirement as you would wish
to. Someone planning for the long term can get the
best security for a long life through a suitable
investment fund.”

The world of work is in transformation
Hoping that the state pension system will
improve in the years to come is just sticking your
head in the sand. The Brexit vote is already having a
dramatic effect on the state pension system. In the
night after the referendum, the pension deficit in
the UK rose from GBP 820 billion to GBP 900
billion, and by 1 July 2017 the deficit reached a
record high of GBP 935 billion. It is true that most
people in the UK have a pension which is co-funded by their employer, guaranteeing a monthly
income in their retirement. However, the company
pension system is facing a major stress test. A
further consideration is that work itself is facing a
major transformation.
Digitalization has now reached even the academic professions, which is another reason why
increased financial provision for the future will be
needed. The current forecast for the ratio of
workers to retirees is already showing a strong
shift: where 18% of the population were of retirement age in 2016, this will rise to over 20% in 2023
and over 25% after 2035. Conversely, the share of
economically active persons in the total population
will decline from its current 62% to below 60% in
2025, and from 2037 it will be less than 55%,
dropping further to 48% by 2080. Meanwhile, the
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share of persons of retirement age is expected to
rise to 36% in the long term. To put it in a nutshell,
Europe is running out of work.
Naturally, private UK life insurance policies offer
good financial security in retirement. One of the
reasons is a wealth of experience going back
centuries, and the primary focus on equity investments – and not least the specific system of
smoothing. This procedure, which is typical for UK
life insurers, compensates for fluctuations in the
equities market, with gains from shares serving as
reserves. There is also the link between the
provider and the financial supervisory authority,
giving clients double protection. Michienzi: “Life
insurance policies are an important element in
financial provision for the future, particularly when
these are used, alone or with additional funds, to

make provision in the capital market for the future.”
The growing life expectancy of our children’s
generation will have even further-reaching consequences. A newborn boy can already look forward
to an average lifespan of 86.4 years, and girls will
be even older, with a life expectancy of 90.7 years.
As Austrian physician and theologian Johannes
Huber says, there is no sign of an end to this trend.
Every decade, we are currently adding around 2.5
years to life expectancy. The disproportionately
positive effect of adequate financial provision for
this rising lifespan is apparent, for example in the
small Principality of Monaco. The country with the
highest number of millionaires per capita also has
the highest life expectancy in the world, with men
living for an average 87 years and women for 93
years.

Seven reasons why we'll be living longer

3
1
2

Growing Prosperity
The more developed a country, the
longer its life expectancy. The more prosperous a nation, the more money goes
into its health system. The result: a
better medical infrastructure is available,
with improved treatment and therapy.

4

Medical Progress
Progress in medicine is a primary reason
for the extended human lifespan.
Particular causes are research and development in the treatment and prevention
of classic diseases of old age, such as
cancer or cardiovascular diseases.
Infectious diseases such as tuberculosis,
which was earlier one of the most
frequent causes of death, have almost
disappeared in the Western world.

5

Working Conditions
In the early days of industrialization,
working conditions were extremely
difficult and hazardous to health. The
move to a service society has led to the
disappearance of many strenuous jobs.
People work less and get more leisure.
The issue of safety at work also is also
playing an increasingly important role in
companies.

Lifestyles
The trend to health-conscious and
balanced diet in combination with a lot
of exercise and avoid-ance of toxins
such as alcohol and tobacco are
leading to a healthier and longer life.
For comparison: where 43% of people
in Europe were still smokers in 1978,
the share had fallen below 30% in
2013. Fruit and vegetable consumption
has almost doubled since 1935 to 95.7
kg per capita.

Social Security
State social security guarantees a
decent minimum standard of living and
protects those in want from misery.
Long-term care provides services to
those needing them, which enables
them to live to a ripe old age.

6

7

Hygiene
Improved hygienic conditions have
resulted in the virtual disappearance of
dangerous infectious diseases in Europe.
Decisive factors here include clean
drinking water and regular waste water
and refuse disposal. According to
estimates by the World Health Organization, deficiencies in water supply, waste
water disposal and hygiene are responsible for 8% of deaths in the develop-ing
countries.

Education
The better the education, the longer the
life expectancy. Studies show that
educated people pay more attention to
their health then less qualified individuals. More sport, greater awareness of
nutrition and more preventive medical
examinations are all measures with a
positive effect on life expectancy. A
higher level of education also generally
leads to a better income and less
physi-cally strenuous work.
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RETURNS OUTSIDE THE
MAINSTREAM

Investors are looking for alternatives to bonds, which are safe but low yielding.
C-QUADRAT Asset Management UK has been providing alternatives with better
interest for more than 20 years and over multiple investment cycles.
TEXT: ROBERT WINTER

T

he turnaround goes back a long way. In
future, you will need to be very careful
about who you trust with your money.
The background: particularly with
long-term investment, bonds played an
important and even central role in a mix of different
asset classes for decades. Given the risk and
possible earnings, this was entirely justified. But
now we have to be realistic. Solid bonds can no
longer satisfy the dual wish for security and a
respectable interest rate. For many fixed-interest
securities, the old slogan of “risk-free interest” no
longer applies.
Anyone seeking to escape from the low yields
must look for alternatives outside the mainstream.
Michienzi: “The change in the value of investment
correlates very strongly with asset allocation within
an investment cycle. To put it another way, performance is a result of the right asset allocation.” This
gives a central role to analysis of the investment
cycle. Michienzi, who worked earlier as a manager at
the US bank Morgan Stanley: “The position in the
investment cycle can be determined by macroeconomic factors and various financial market indicators. Based on this, we’ve been primarily looking for
over 20 years for investment opportunities in bonds
with a BBB rating.” Put simply, these are bonds from
issuers with medium ratings.

6
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Broadly diversified for success
What can be achieved in practice is shown by
the ESPERIA FUNDS SICAV: C-QUADRAT Euro
Investments Plus, under the guidance of C-QUADRAT Asset Management UK. Since its creation on
10 October 2011 the fund has generated total
returns of 47.1%, corresponding to annual performance of 6.46% (see graph on p. 7). Michienzi:
“This fund is suitable for investors seeking to
invest globally in bonds outside the investment
grade sector, including from the emerging nations,
and specifically from Asia. Since the launch,
we’ve steered the fund well through difficult
phases. This applies to the period after the
financial crisis, and specifically to 2011 and 2012,
but it also applies to the later period, when risk
premiums between corporates and sovereigns
were ramping down.”
ESPERIA FUNDS SICAV: C-QUADRAT Efficient
delivers a multi-asset solution centred on bonds.
Investments are primarily in global sovereigns,
corporates and convertibles, with equities added as
diversifiers. Michienzi: “The fund is suitable for
investors who want to invest in different asset
classes and securities in different currencies,
without having to concern themselves actively with
the composition of their portfolio.” Low-cost ETFs

ASSET MANAGEMENT

ESPERIA FUNDS SICAV: C-QUADRAT
Euro Investments Plus
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Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Every investment
involves risk. Prices can rise and also fall. Issue and redemption fees are not
included in calculating performance. Performance was calculated using the OeKB/
BVI method. An investor has to pay an issue premium of at most EUR 10 on an
investment of EUR 1,000, which reduces the performance of the investment
accordingly. Any custodial charges further reduce the investor’s return. Source of
calculation: Cyberfinancials Datenkommunikation GmbH. Sales prospectus and CID
are available in English at www.c-quadrat.com free of charge.

are increasingly being used in managing the fund.
The importance of such a broad distribution is
shown by the development of safe sovereigns. The
group of nations rated as particularly safe borrowers
by the world’s three leading rating agencies has
become very small over the course of time.
Standard & Poor’s and Fitch give only eleven
countries out of some 200 nations their top AAA
rating, while Moody’s gives twelve states its top
rating. An additional problem is that central bank
policies have resulted in a situation where the
bottom line is that investors earn virtually nothing
or even lose money on sovereigns from safe states.
A brilliant negative example of this are German
securities. At end-November, the yield on German
10-year Bunds was 0.3%. Allowing for inflation,
this means investors made a planned loss. But this
is just one side of the coin. Whether in the short
or long term, interest rates will rise again, and
then, depending on the size of the interest rate
hikes, double-digit losses in price must be
expected. Another factor is that the air has
become very thin in some corporates as well. This
important bond sector has already seen bonds
issued by companies with good ratings carrying
negative interest rates.

The asset management team of C-QUADRAT UK in the London office.

The management of C-QUADRAT UK: Kerry Mentasti Granelli, Carlo
Michienzi, Matteo Pusineri (l-r).
FORBES
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SYSTEMATIC ASSET
GROWTH
Long-term success in investment isn’t rocket
science, provided you follow a system which keeps
asset growth on track in different financial market phases.
Leo Willert, Head of Trading at ARTS Asset Management,
has developed just such a system. The fully-automated ARTS
trading model, which makes use of trends in
equities, bonds or other asset classes without
the influence of human emotion, has been
functioning as planned since 2003.
TEXT: ROBERT WINTER

O

n paper, every adult in the world has
average assets of around USD 56,500.
According to Credit Suisse’s Global
Wealth Report 2017, savings rose by
over six per cent on average during the
past year. According to the professional researchers at the Swiss major bank, this growth was due to
the bull market on the stock exchanges and price
increases in real estate. Keyword trend: Leo Willert
has been dealing with price trends in various forms
of assets for several decades. Willert: “Clear
upswings and downswings aren’t limited to equities
exchanges. In the long term, bonds, precious
metals, commodities, real estate and derivative
markets are all subject to wide fluctuations.”
ARTS mastermind Willert gets straight to the
heart of the challenges investors face in the various
asset classes. “Nobody can say exactly which trend
will develop in which direction, and how strongly
and when.” A further complication is that it is
difficult even for investment professionals to keep a
cool head and make investment decisions strictly
on the basis of objective criteria, without relying on
gut feel or emotions. Those who are looking for
asset growth in the longer term and want a financial
buffer for their retirement face two central questions. Which investment strategy will ensure in the

8
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longer term that the ratio of risk to return in their
investment meets their personal needs? And which
investment instruments offer the best opportunities
for returns in the medium to long term, or where
has the clock run out? These two questions can
only be answered in terms of the individual’s
investment goals, age, income, assets available for
investment and their risk appetite.

Flexible and free from emotion
Basically, flexibility in investment is and will continue to be the crucial factor. Leo Willert’s fully-automated trading model, which he has been refining
since 1998, and which has no place for human
emotions, follows this rule. Willert acquired the
know-how needed for the development in the USA,
during his training with US trading coach Van
Tharpe. The trading system has been used in real
time since 2003 in managing the trend following
C-QUADRAT ARTS total return funds. Currently,
many market observers assume that equities still
have potential for returns despite the boom dating
back to March 2009.
According to estimates by the international
investment company JP Morgan Asset Management,
emerging market equities and blue chips from the
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UK and eurozone will have comparatively good
potential for returns for the next 10-15 years.
However, it is vital not to lose sight of the fact that
even with stock market investments, risk is the
deciding factor. Global equities markets are subject
to repeated phases with sharp reverses, as can be
seen in the US S&P 500 equities index, one of the
world’s most important equities barometers. You
don’t have to look back far to find phases where
prices have slumped, despite an overall strong
uptrend.
For example, after the collapse of the dot com
bubble, the US index lost 47% between March
2000 and October 2002. Things were even wilder
after the onset of the financial crisis in October
2007, when the S&P 500 lost 55% up to March
2009. However, the following period more than
made up for this, with the index gaining some 280%
up to November 2017.
How the ARTS trading software did in the
various market phases is shown for example by the
trend-following fund of funds C-QUADRAT ARTS
Total Return Balanced, which is allowed to invest
up to 50% of total assets in equities target funds in
favourable market phases. In periods dominated by
falling stock market prices, the flexible trade model
retreats from equities. In extreme cases this can
mean there are no target funds investing in equities
left in the C-QUADRAT ARTS Total Return Balanced portfolio. This was the case, for example, at
the time of the 2008 market crash, when the
trading model, which can pick from over 10,000
target funds for allocation, specified a complete

The experts at ARTS Asset Management, Markus Letschka, Leo Willert and
Jürgen Kultscher (l-r) have received numerous awards in past years.

More than 300 fund awards since 2003
The Total Return Fund from ARTS Asset Management was launched in 2003. Since then, the trend-following
fund of funds has been distinguished with numerous awards from prominent fund rating agencies and fund
awards. The trend-following funds of ARTS Asset Management are among the élite of the fund industry. Their
particular performance has set them apart for years from the 10,000 or so available investment funds. This is
demonstrated by the top placement in awards and the evaluations by prominent rating agencies such as
Lipper and Morningstar. In total, ARTS Asset Management has received over 300 awards since the launch of
the ARTS Total Return Fund in 2003.
The “Fund of Funds Award” initiated by the Austrian magazine GELD alone voted ARTS Asset Manage-ment
the winner for nine years in succession, from 2006 to 2015. Investment magazine “Börse Online” named
C-QUADRAT “Fund Company of the Year 2012”. In the previous year, the German business magazine “€uro”
had given its highest award, “Fund Boutique of the Year 2011” to ARTS and C-QUADRAT.
In 2010 ARTS won both the Austrian and German fund prizes.
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20-year development of important
stock exchange indices

Return on ten-year sovereigns
since 1980
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withdrawal from equities investments. With this, the
flexible fund kept losses in a very narrow range,
with a total loss of just 5.84%. The response of the
ARTS system to strong growth trends was also clear
in the course of 2017. Willert: “Last year the share
of equities dictated by the trading model for the
dynamic ARTS portfolios was extremely high.
At the start of 2017 the share of equities was
already 93%, and further adjustments lead to the
share of equities averaging over 98% over the course
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of the year. We’d never seen such a consistently high
share of equities over a year in the history of the
trading model.” This is not an isolated example, as
the equities share was already significantly over 90%
on average in 2013 and 2014.1 That flexibility pays off
in the long term is clear from the record since launch
of the dynamic C-QUADRAT ARTS Total Return
Flexible.2 From January to end-November 2017 the
fund gained 9.69%, thanks to its high equities share,
while on a five-year view total return was 32.06%, or

C-QUADRAT ARTS Total Return Balanced
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Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Every investment involves risk. Prices can rise and also fall. Issue and redemption fees are not included in
calculating performance. Performance was calculated using the OeKB/BVI method. The investor pays an issue premium of at most EUR 50 on an investment of EUR 1,000 which
reduces the performance of their investment accordingly. Any custodial charges further reduce the investor’s return. Source of calculation: Cyberfinancials Datenkommunikations
GmbH. Sales prospectus and CID are available in English at www.c-quadrat.com free of charge.
1
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The present portfolio data is based on the latest available sources of information and may accordingly differ from the fund accounting portfolio data (legal portfolio).
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Returns to date and expected
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5.72% p.a. Even in a longer term view the trading
model has lived up to expectations, as shown by
C-QUADRAT ARTS Total Return Balanced: launched
in November 2003, its annual performance to
November 2017 was 5.19%. In the past five years the
fund reported performance of 22.52%, or 4.14% p.a.
(status: 30 November 2017).

European enthusiasm for saving unchanged
People who put their money in a savings account
can naturally only dream of such returns. For years,
what is regarded as the safest form of investment
has offered nothing in return. The numbers: in 2007
a three-month savings deposit of EUR 100,000 still
earned EUR 4,960 in interest anywhere in Europe.
Then things changed. Interest rates fell through the
floor, the EUR 100,000 savings deposit earned
virtually nothing. Even so, Europeans are still eager
to save. In 2016 savings deposits were the asset
class with the highest cash inflow, some 30% of
household savings were held in the effectively
interest-free form of cash or savings deposits.
Experts of the German giant insurer and financial
service provider Allianz SE calculated the effects in
practice on asset growth for Germany. In the past
five years, German households kept on average
40% of their money savings in savings accounts,
earning a negative yield after deducting annual
inflation. If Germans had reduced the share of their
savings accounts to 30% and bought equities with
the newly available money, their assets would have
grown by around EUR 290 billion.
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SOURCE: JPMORGAN ASSET MANAGEMENT

RETURN OFTHE LAST 10 YEARS

GOVERNMENT BONDS GLOBAL

This marketing announcement is
solely for information purposes,
does not constitute a reliable
indi-cator of future performance
and excludes all liability
whatsoever for the correctness,
completeness or up-to-date status
of the information contained and
stated opinions.

Things have changed with safe sovereigns as
well. For decades, securities issued by states with a
good rating were the front runner for long-term
asset growth. But the “supercycle” is a thing of the
past. Willert: “Given the trends in the bond markets,
it’s important for investors to stay alert, as even
small interest rate increases can have major
effects. For example, prices of even bonds regarded
as safe can quickly drop by 10-20%.” Despite the
tense situation with sovereigns, allocations of
fixed-interest securities should still be retained for
long-term asset growth. However, there is also an
alternative in the flexible C-QUADRAT ARTS Total
Return Bond managed with the ARTS trading
model. Potential target funds for investments are all
available bond funds, with the widest possible
maturities, currencies, borrowers and ratings. The
flexible C-QUADRAT ARTS Total Return Bond has
also done well in a longer term view. Between its
launch in November 2003 and end-November 2017
the fund delivered an annual average return of
5.04%. In the past five years the fund reported
performance of 24.66%, or 4.51% p.a.2 (status: 30
November 2017).
2
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Every investment
involves risk. Prices can rise and also fall. Issue and redemption fees are not included in
calculating performance. Performance was calculated using the OeKB/BVI method. The
investor pays an issue premium of at most EUR 50 on an investment of EUR 1,000
which reduces the performance of their investment accordingly. Any custodial charges
further reduce the investor’s return. Source of calculation: Cyberfinancials
Datenkommunikations GmbH. Sales prospectus and CID are available in English at
www.c-quadrat.com free of charge.
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INVESTING IN ASIA
Asia’s uptrend is unbroken. The Chinese mainland exchanges at Shanghai
and Shenzhen rank second in the global stock exchange ratings, with Chinese
accounting for over half the global asset-owning middle class. These are just
two of many factors enhancing investment opportunities in Asia.
TEXT: ROBERT WINTER

C

hina is a sleeping giant. Let her lie and
sleep, for when she awakens she will
astonish the world,” is what Napoleon
Bonaparte is said to have told a
British diplomat at the start of the
19th century. His far-sightedness does him credit.
There are a number of areas which make this
Asiatic giant special. First, China has established
itself as a growth driver in the global economy,
contributing over one third of global growth in the
past decade alone.
Second, fundamental capitalist principles have
emerged in the People’s Republic, as can be seen
from the importance of the stock markets. In
October 2003 the market capitalization of the
Chinese mainland stock exchanges totalled USD
420 billion. According to the World Bank, this
increased by more than 17 times by end-2017 to
over USD 7,300 billion. This puts Chinese equities
markets at Shanghai and Shenzhen second in the
global stock market ratings, right behind New
York’s Wall Street. Not only shareholders but also
investors looking for bonds have been discovering
China and Asia, with the exception of Japan. For
example, the ESPERIA FUNDS SICAV: C-QUADRAT Asian Bond Opportunities administered by
C-QUADRAT Asset Management UK is investing in
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Asian bonds from supranational, state and
quasi-statal issuers and companies. As you might
expect, the portfolio is broadly based, with
sovereigns from Indonesia, China, Turkey and
India as well as corporates from various sectors,
such as finance, energy, real estate, utilities and
industrials.

“The middle class speaks Chinese”
From an investor’s point of view it’s definitely a
good idea to keep an eye on developments in Asia.
In all the data on the economy or asset trends,
numbers are constantly cropping up for China
which take the Western world’s breath away. For
example, the Allianz Global Wealth Report 2017
reports that “the middle class speaks Chinese”.
Given the proportion of the Chinese population with a level of prosperity which puts them in
the global middle class, this statement is entirely
appropriate. In figures, there are over a billion
people worldwide who belong to the wealthy
middle class, and the Chinese alone account for
561 million of them. With just under 1.4 billion
inhabitants, China is the most populous nation
on earth, with the fourth-largest territory. China
has more than twice as many inhabitants as the

ASSET MANAGEMENT

ESPERIA FUNDS SICAV: C-QUADRAT
Asian Bond Opportunities

The Wealthy Middle Class
speaks Chinese
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Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Every investment
involves risk. Prices can rise and also fall. Issue and redemption fees are not
included in calculating performance. Performance was calculated using the OeKB/
BVI method. An investor has to pay an issue premium of at most EUR 10 on an
investment of EUR 1,000, which reduces the performance of the investment
accordingly. Any custodial charges further reduce the investor’s return. Source of
calculation: Cyberfinancials Datenkommunikation GmbH. Sales prospectus and CID
are available in English at www.c-quadrat.com free of charge.

entire European Union, around four times as
many as the USA and some ten times as many as
Russia. And China has long since left behind its
reputation as the industrialised nations’ workshop.
The IT sector is growing faster than anywhere
else in the world, and for years Chinese companies
have been buying up successful Western groups in
grand style. According to the Bloomberg news
agency and national statistical offices, real GDP is

64
LATIN
AMERICA
88
REST OF ASIA

SOURCE: NATIONAL CENTRAL BANKS AND DEPARTMENT OF STATISTICS,
UN POPULATION DIVISION, UNU WIDER, WORLDBANK, ALLIANZ SE

growing significantly faster in China than anywhere else. While forecasts for the developed
nations for 2017 and 2018 indicate GDP growth of
between one and just under three per cent, China
is ahead in the fast lane with estimated growth of
6.7% in 2017 and 6.4% forecast for 2018, and it’s
working hard to keep it that way. China’s news
agency Xinhua expects that China will regain its
status as world leader economically and politically
by 2050 at the latest.
SPENDING POWER

China’s wealthy middle class is
growing. So is their interest in
shopping.
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C-QUADRAT

AN INTERNATIONAL
ASSET MANAGER
Locations in Vienna, the financial centres London
and Frankfurt, Geneva, Zurich, Madrid and Yerevan,
and activities in 20 European and Asian nations.
Since 1991 C_QUADRAT has grown from an Austrian
two-man shop to an internationally successful player.
TEXT: ROBERT WINTER

C-QUADRAT's headquarter in Vienna

M

any startups have one thing in
common: at the beginning, the new
entrepreneurs mostly have to look
very closely at their finances. This
was also the case for C-QUADRAT,
formed in 1991 by Alexander Schütz and Thomas
Rises. Co-founder Alexander Deutsche made a
virtue of necessity, and converted his living room
into the startup's first office. Over 25 years later,
there are no signs of such provisional solutions.
For several years, C-QUADRAT’s head office has
been at Schottenfeldgasse 20 in Vienna’s seventh
district. The firm’s international representations
have nothing to be ashamed of either – for
example in London.
From Piccadilly Circus Tube station in the heart
of the British capital it’s only a three-minute walk
to the offices of C-QUADRAT Asset Management
(UK) LLP at 1 Vine Street. The move to the UK was

1991
C-QUADRAT was formed in September 1991. The two entrepreneurs,
Alexander Schütz and Thomas Riess,
offer standardized fund portfolios for
various risk classes from a starting
investment of EUR 7,300.
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made in 2012, although the first step towards
internationalization goes back to 2003, when
C-QUADRAT established a German subsidiary.
One strategically important step was the investment in ARTS Asset Management in 2005, a
specialist in quantitative total return strategies.
New sales markets were added in the following
year, when C-QUADRAT investment products were
distributed in the CEE nations.

Extensive distribution network
The extent of C-QUADRAT’s international
network is shown by the fact that there is a
branch in Yerevan, the capital of Armenia. This
manages state pension funds on a commission
from the Armenian Central Bank. Rather nearer to
the head office in Vienna is C-QUADRAT’s office
in Geneva. However, pushing ahead with expan-

1993 TO 1997
In 1993 the assets under management
exceed ATS 100 million (EUR 7 million).
In 1996 the first Aus-trian fund-of-funds
under Luxembourg law was launched. In
1997 C-QUADRAT already had 3,000
pri-vate and 40 institutional clients.

1998 to 2003
C-QUADRAT launched the first
fund-of-funds under Austrian law in
1998. In 2003 the company was
licensed as an investment company
and expanded to Germany.

sion over a long period only makes sense if it
produces the desired success. Fortunately,
there’s been plenty of that at C-QUADRAT over
the years. Since the launch of the ARTS Total
Return Fund in 2003, ARTS Asset Management
alone under Leo Willert has received over 300
awards. In 2011 the business magazine “€uro”
distinguished the firm with the title “Fund
Boutique of the Year 2011”. A year later the
German magazine “Börse Online” named
C-QUADRAT “Fund Company of the Year 2012”.
ARTS founder Willert’s turn came in November
2017, when he was named “Man of the Year 2017”
by the German magazine “Cash”.
The change in assets managed also shows the
speed of C-QUADRAT’s growth. In 1993 the two
founders Deutsche and Riess managed assets

C-QUADRAT manages activities in over 20 countries from Vienna.

Growth of C-QUADRAT’s
assets under management, EUR
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totalling around EUR 7 million. The EUR 5 billion
mark was exceeded for the first time in 2014, and by
2017 total assets under management doubled to
C-QUADRAT founder Thomas Rieß and Alexander Schütz together with
management board member Cristobal Mendez de Vigo (l-r).
over EUR 10 billion.

2003 to 2006
Together with ARTS Asset Management
C-QUADRAT specializes in quantitative
total return strategies. The move to the
international stock exchange scene
follows in 2006. The C-QUADRAT share
is listed on the Frankfurt Stock
Exchange Prime Market.

2010 to 2012
Numerous awards attest to C-QUADRAT’s
growing reputation: “Capital” magazine
describes the com-pany as the fastest-growing fund company. “€uro”
awards the title “Fund Boutique of the
Year 2011”, “Börse Online” “Investment
Company of the Year 2012”.

2014 to 2017
C-QUADRAT develops into an international asset manager with offices in
Vienna, Frankfurt, London, Zurich,
Geneva, Madrid and Yerevan. In 2013
the assets under management total
EUR 5 billion. In 2017 C-QUADRAT tops
the EUR 10 billion mark.
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Funds for every market situation.

With quantitative and discretionary absolute and total return strategies, C-QUADRAT aims to prepare your portfolio for every possible
situation. With offices in Vienna, London, Frankfurt, Geneva, Zurich,
Madrid and Yerevan, C-QUADRAT operates in more than 20 countries.
C-QUADRAT Wealth Management GmbH . Schottenfeldgasse 20 . A-1070 Vienna . Phone +43 1 51566-0 . Fax -159 . www.c-quadrat.com

This marketing report is for non-binding informational purposes only and does not represent an offering or invitation to purchase or sell financial products, nor should
it be viewed as an invitation to submit an offer for conclusion of a contract on investment services or for related services. All investments entail risk. All rights reserved.
As of: January 2018
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